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Abstract: In order to directly construct the mapping between multiple state parameters and remaining useful life
（RUL），and reduce the interference of random error on prediction accuracy，a RUL prediction model of aeroengine
based on principal component analysis（PCA） and one-dimensional convolution neural network（1D-CNN） is
proposed in this paper. Firstly，multiple state parameters corresponding to massive cycles of aeroengine are collected
and brought into PCA for dimensionality reduction，and principal components are extracted for further time series
prediction. Secondly，the 1D-CNN model is constructed to directly study the mapping between principal components
and RUL. Multiple convolution and pooling operations are applied for deep feature extraction，and the end-to-end
RUL prediction of aeroengine can be realized. Experimental results show that the most effective principal component
from the multiple state parameters can be obtained by PCA，and the long time series of multiple state parameters can
be directly mapped to RUL by 1D-CNN，so as to improve the efficiency and accuracy of RUL prediction. Compared
with other traditional models，the proposed method also has lower prediction error and better robustness.
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0 Introduction

The continuous progress of data acquisition
technology and artificial intelligence algorithm pro⁃
vides effective support for aeroengine health man⁃
agement. By monitoring the state parameters and
predicting the health status of the aeroengine，it is
available to provide timely maintenance，and ensure
the safe and reliable operation of the aeroengine［1］.
As one of the important indicators of aeroengine
health management， the remaining useful life
（RUL） is used to comprehensively measure the
health status of the aeroengine and provide guidance
for further maintenance and replacement［2］.

The research methods of RUL prediction main⁃

ly include stochastic process model，classical ma⁃
chine learning and deep learning［3］. Hidden Markov
model，Gaussian process and Wiener process have
been widely used as valuable stochastic models，
which can be used for simulating the performance
degradation process. Li et al.［4］ proposed an im⁃
proved time varying and condition adaptive hidden
Markov model for tool wear state estimation and
RUL prediction in micro-milling. Kumar et al.［5］ ap⁃
plied Kullback-Leibler divergence and Gaussian pro⁃
cesses regression for bearing degradation assess⁃
ment and RUL estimation. Liao et al.［6］ described
the multi-phase degradation pattern based on Wie⁃
ner process. The statistical analysis method is easily
affected by engineering experience and subjective
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factors. At the same time，the generality of statisti⁃
cal analysis model is also poor，and repeated model⁃
ing is needed for different research objectives. Ma⁃
chine learning can analyze the relationship between
state parameter and performance degradation，and
extracts data features for performance degradation
prediction［7］. Li et al.［8］ developed a multiple model
framework with particle filter and support vector re⁃
gression for RUL estimation of lithium-ion battery.
Wang et al.［9］ investigated first-order partial deriva⁃
tives with a back-propagation neural network for en⁃
gineering uncertain optimization problems. Li et al.［10］

designed an extended version of radial basis func⁃
tion-extreme learning machine for mixed data classi⁃
fication. Shallow machine learning has less hidden
layer，simple model structure and poor ability of
deep feature extraction for complex nonlinear multi-
dimensional samples，so it is often used in data pre⁃
processing to reduce the sample dimension. As an
important branch of machine learning，deep learning
also has a preliminary application in remaining use⁃
ful life. Deep learning models can mine the deep hid⁃
den features of samples and get more accurate pre⁃
diction results by training and optimizing of multilay⁃
er neural network［11］. Haris et al.［12］ presented a nov⁃
el combination of deep belief network（DBN）with
Bayesian optimization and hyperband to predict the
RUL of supercapacitors in the early degradation
phases. Liu et al.［13］ explored the degradation pro⁃
cess of bearings by enhanced encoder-decoder frame⁃
work. Cui et al.［14］ discussed an effective fault diag⁃
nosis method for aeroengines based on the gravita⁃
tional search algorithm and the stack autoencoder
（GSA⁃SAE）. Deng et al.［15］ introduced a long-short
term feature processing method for predicting the
RUL of the aircraft engine. Yao et al.［16］ combined
the improved one-dimensional convolution neural
network （1D-CNN） and a simple recurrent unit
（SRU）network to predict RUL of roller bearings.

However，there are mainly three limitations in
the existing methods：

（1）Most of the research is based on the study
of state parameters and performance degradation to
derive the RUL. In the process of applying correla⁃

tion distribution for the research of performance deg⁃
radation，it will inevitably produce errors due to the
interferences of environment and noise，which will
affect the subsequent RUL prediction.

（2）Nowadays，most of the research is to ana⁃
lyze the multi-dimensional state parameters directly.
However，there are many useless and noisy items in
the massive state parameters，so it is necessary to
find typical state parameters that can really reflect
the change of RUL and improve the efficiency of
model training.

（3）Compared with the mainstream problems
of deep learning processing such as image classifica⁃
tion and speech recognition， the RUL prediction
lacks the supports of sufficient sample dimension
and size. Therefore，it is challenging to select the
appropriate deep learning method to make better use
of the powerful feature extraction ability of deep
learning model.

Aiming at the above limitations，a novel RUL
prediction model based on principal component anal⁃
ysis（PCA）and 1D-CNN is proposed in this paper.
The main contributions are summarized as follows：

（1）PCA is used to extract the principal compo⁃
nent from long time series and multiple state param ⁃
eters，so as to obtain comprehensive indexes for fur⁃
ther RUL prediction.

（2）1D-CNN is selected as the time series pre⁃
diction model to process one-dimensional samples，
and the deep feature extraction is realized through
multiple convolution layers and pool layers.

（3）Taking the comprehensive indexes of mul⁃
tiple state parameters and RUL as the input and out⁃
put of 1D-CNN，it is available to achieve end-to-

end RUL prediction.
The rest of this paper is introduced as follows：

The theoretical background of PCA and 1D-CNN
are discussed in Sections 1 and 2，respectively. Sec⁃
tion 3 presents the structure of the proposed RUL
prediction method of the aeroengine based on PCA
and 1D-CNN. Section 4 introduces related experi⁃
ments to testify the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Finally，the conclusions of this work are
given in Section 5.
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1 Principal Component Analysis

PCA is the most commonly used linear dimen⁃
sionality reduction method，which can be used to
map high-dimensional data to low dimensional space
through linear projection，and expect the maximum
amount of information in the projected dimension.
The purpose of PCA dimensionality reduction is to
reduce the dimension of the original feature without
losing too much information，which can be de⁃
scribed to project the original feature to the dimen⁃
sion with the largest amount of projection informa⁃
tion. The original features are projected onto these
dimensions to minimize the loss of information. Sup⁃
pose that there are m samples containing n-dimen⁃
sional features，and the sample matrix X n× m with a
size of n× m can be obtained as follows

X =( x 1,x2,⋯,xm )=
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The procedures are detailed to describe princi⁃
pal component analysis method as follow［17］：
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（2） Calculate the covariance matrix of ~X as

C= 1
m
~
X
~
X
T
.

（3）The eigenvalue λ and eigenvector β of the
covariance matrix are calculated by Eq.（3），and the
eigenvector is regularized as Eq.（4）.
Cβ i= λi β i i= 1,2,⋯,n; λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥⋯≥ λn (3)
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（4）The first q largest eigenvalues and corre⁃
sponding eigenvectors are retained as
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（5）The original features are transformed into
the new space constructed by the above Q feature
vectors，so as to realize the sample dimension reduc⁃
tion as
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2 One⁃Dimensional Convolutional
Neural Network

Convolutional neural network（CNN）can map
the simple features of data to more complex high-di⁃
mensional patterns through convolution and pooling
operations. Different dimensions of CNN have the
same structure and processing method. The key dif⁃
ference lies in the dimension of the input data and
how the convolution kernel slides among samples.
1D-CNN can directly deal with long time series，
and realize feature extraction of samples by adjust⁃
ing the convolution kernel size and moving direc⁃
tion，so as to avoid the complex operation of con⁃
structing and processing multi-dimensional sam⁃
ples［18］.

A typical 1D-CNN model with two hidden lay⁃
ers is shown in Fig.1. After several convolution and
pooling operations，the input data is transformed in⁃
to multiple feature maps with fewer time series.
Then the feature maps are expanded into one-dimen⁃
sional fully connected layer（FCL）. Subsequently，
the model output can be achieved by dimension re⁃
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duction and activation. Finally，the loss function is
obtained by solving the error between the model out⁃
put and the real output，and the back propagation al⁃

gorithm and stochastic gradient descent method are
used to finetune the model，so as to obtain trained
1D-CNN for time series prediction.

3 Proposed Remaining Useful Life
Prediction Model

In this paper， the RUL prediction model of
aeroengine based on PCA and 1D-CNN is pro⁃
posed. Fig.2 shows the procedures of the proposed
RUL prediction model，which includes two parts：
multiple state parameter dimensionality reduction
and RUL prediction based on multiple comprehen⁃
sive indexes.

For multiple state parameter dimensionality re⁃
duction，m state parameters and n time series col⁃
lected in the whole life cycle of the aeroengine con⁃
stitute the dataset X n× m，which can be centralized as
~
X. In addition，the covariance matrix can be solved
as C= ~X~X

T
m. Then the eigenvalue λ and eigen⁃

vector β are calculated according to Cβ= λβ. The
largest q eigenvalues and the corresponding eigen⁃

vector Q are extracted to form new space. The origi⁃
nal sample ~X is transferred to the new space to ob⁃
tain the reduced dimension sample Y = Q

~
X. With

the application of principal component analysis，
principal components are extracted from multiple
state parameters with long time series，which can
provide comprehensive indicators for further RUL
prediction.

For the RUL prediction based on multiple com⁃
prehensive indexes，the reduced comprehensive in⁃
dexes are divided into one-dimensional time series
samples according to a certain step size. Subsequent⁃
ly， those samples are brought into the 1D-CNN
model with multiple layers. The hidden features are
extracted by multiple convolution layers and pooling
layers，and then the features are extended to the ful⁃
ly connected layer. Finally，the RUL prediction re⁃
sults can be achieved by the processing of dense lay⁃
er and activation function. The error between the
predicted RUL and the actual RUL is defined as
loss function，and the 1D-CNN model can be fine-
tuned by back propagation algorithm and random
gradient descent，so as to obtain the final RUL pre⁃
diction model. To sum up，the proposed model can
extract comprehensive indexes from multiple state
parameters through PCA and 1D-CNN，and realize
end-to-end prediction from state parameters to
RUL，so as to provide more accurate guidance for
preventive maintenance of aeroengine.

Fig.1 Model structure diagram of 1D-CNN

Fig.2 Structure of denoising autoencoder
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4 Case Study

In this section，the commercial modular aero-

propulsion system simulation（C-MAPSS） dataset
is used to testify the effectiveness of proposed RUL
prediction model. The C-MAPSS dataset is the sim⁃
ulation of aircraft engine sensors，which provides a
snapshot of data taken during a single operational cy⁃
cle for different variables. The engine is operating
normally at the start of each time series，and devel⁃
ops a fault at some point during the series［19］. By cal⁃
culating the number of operational cycles，we can
obtain the RUL and corresponding state parameters.
The dataset consists of multiple multivariate time
series including three operations and 21 sensor pa⁃

rameters. After removing the invariable parameters，
16 indexes shown in Table 1 can be obtained for fur⁃
ther research.

Fig.3 shows the selected 16 state parameters
corresponding to 192 cycles of an engine life cycle.

Fig.3 Variation curve of aeroengine state parameters in whole life cycle

Table 1 Indicators of C⁃MAPSS dataset

Indicator
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Description
Operational setting 1
Operational setting 2

Sensor 2
Sensor 3
Sensor 4
Sensor 7
Sensor 8
Sensor 9

Indicator
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Description
Sensor 11
Sensor 12
Sensor 13
Sensor 14
Sensor 15
Sensor 17
Sensor 20
Sensor 21
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It can be seen that some state parameters oscillate
up and down as the number of cycles increases or de⁃
creases. With the increase of the number of cycles，
the degree of performance degradation increases and
the remaining life decreases. Therefore，it is neces⁃
sary to extract the comprehensive indexes with clear
change trend from the state parameters for the fur⁃
ther RUL prediction.

The 16 indicators are brought into PCA mod⁃
el， and the common factor variance can be ob⁃
tained，as shown in Table 2.

The eigenvalues and variance percentages are
shown in Table 3.

The component matrix can be obtained by se⁃
lecting two principal components with eigenvalues
greater than 1，as shown in Table 4.

Bring the original data into the new space com⁃
posed of principal eigenvalues and eigenvectors，it
is available to obtain the comprehensive indexes af⁃

ter dimension reduction，as shown in Fig.4. PCA is
used to extract the principal component from long
time series and multiple state parameters，so as to
obtain comprehensive indexes for further RUL pre⁃
diction.

Two comprehensive indexes with one-dimen⁃
sional time series samples are input into 1D-CNN
model，and the 3D structure of the model input is
defined as（183，10，2），which means 183 sam⁃
ples，10 steps and 2 channels. The structure of the
1D-CNN model is shown in Table 5. The model
takes the mean square error（MSE）as the loss func⁃
tion and uses Adam algorithm for model optimiza⁃
tion. In addition，coefficient determination R is also
been used to evaluate the effect of the regression
model，which can be defined as

R= 1-
∑
i

( yi- fi )2

∑
i
( )yi-

1
n∑i= 1

n

yi
2 (7)

where fi is the predicted value of the propoded mod⁃
el and yi the real value. The range of R is［0，1］.

Table 2 Common factor variances of state parameters

Indicator

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Common fac⁃
tor variance
0.480
0.620
0.658
0.502
0.814
0.786
0.833
0.289

Indicator

P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Common fac⁃
tor variance
0.853
0.837
0.838
0.743
0.690
0.618
0.688
0.721

Table 3 Eigenvalues and variance percentages of state
parameters

Indica⁃
tor

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Eigen⁃
value

9.860
1.111
0.912
0.747
0.564
0.451
0.381
0.354

Variance
percent⁃
age/%
61.626
6.944
5.700
4.671
3.524
2.816
2.384
2.212

Indica⁃
tor

P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Eigen⁃
value

0.286
0.281
0.239
0.211
0.184
0.150
0.142
0.126

Variance
percent⁃
age/%
1.787
1.756
1.496
1.319
1.150
0.940
0.889
0.785

Table 4 Composition matrixes of state parameters

Indica⁃
tor
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Compo⁃
nent 1
-0.139
-0.012
0.811
0.709
0.902
-0.887
0.912
-0.531

Compo⁃
nent 2
-0.678
0.788
0.017
-0.006
-0.004
0.003
0.028
0.088

Indica⁃
tor
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Compo⁃
nent 1
0.922
-0.911
0.915
-0.857
0.829
0.786
-0.829
-0.849

Compo⁃
nent 2
-0.054
0.079
-0.026
-0.090
0.043
0.009
0.042
0.009

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of principal components after di⁃
mension reduction
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Bring 500 train samples and 100 test samples
into 1D⁃CNN for model training and optimizing. Af⁃
ter 100 epochs of training，the test MSE decreases
to 0.004，and the R coefficient increases to 0.995，
which means that the proposed 1D⁃CNN model has
less error and better effect in regression analysis.
Different levels of Gaussian noise l*N ( 0，1 ) are add⁃
ed in test set，where l is used to control the size of
the added noise. Table 6 lists six datasets with dif⁃
ferent levels of Gaussian noise. The RUL prediction
results can be obtained by bringing these six datas⁃
ets into the proposed PCA-1DCNN model， as
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the proposed
model can still get the prediction results close to the
real RUL under different levels of Gaussian noise.

Several comparison models are built to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Recurrent
neural network（RNN）and autoregressive integrat⁃
ed moving average model（ARIMA） are used to
predict the time series of multiple state parameters
directly，and then the prediction results are brought
into neural network to get RUL. Table 7 lists the
prediction results of different datasets. It can be con⁃

cluded that the RUL prediction error of the pro⁃
posed model is lower than traditional RNN and
ARIMA under different levels of Gaussian noise.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

To achieve accurate RUL prediction of aeroen⁃
gine with long time series and multiple state parame⁃
ters， a novel end-to-end RUL prediction model
based on PCA and 1D-CNN is proposed in this pa⁃
per. The matrix of multiple state parameters and
long time series is introduced into PCA model to ex⁃
tract principal components with high variance per⁃
centage，and the new sample space is reconstructed
by principal eigenvalue and eigenvector to obtain the
comprehensive indicators with reduced dimension.
Then，several one-dimensional time series samples
corresponding to multiple principal components are
input into the 1D-CNN model as multiple channels
for deep hidden feature extraction. Through convolu⁃
tion and pooling operations，the extracted features
are expanded to the fully connected layer，and the
RUL prediction results are output through activation
function. In general， the proposed PCA-1DCNN
method can get the comprehensive indexes by di⁃

Table 5 Model structure of 1D-CNN

Layer

Input

Conv1D

MaxPooling1D

Conv1D

MaxPooling1D
Flatten
Dense
Output

Parameter setting

Two indicators
Filters=64, kernel size=2,

activation=ReLu
Pooling size=2

Filters=64, kernel size=2,
activation=ReLu
Pooling size=2
Fully connection

Units=50, activation= ReLu
Remaining useful life

Output
shape
(10,2)

(9,64)

(4,64)

(3,64)

(1,64)
(64)
(50)
(1)

Table 6 Residual life prediction dataset

Dataset
1
2
3
4
5
6

Gaussian noise parameter l
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Fig.5 Residual life prediction results with different datasets

Table 7 Residual life prediction dataset

Dataset

1
2
3
4
5
6

Prediction MAE
PCA⁃1DCNN

0.39
1.05
2.10
2.26
3.74
4.64

RNN
0.81
1.93
4.84
5.37
6.88
8.71

ARIMA
1.35
2.24
5.17
6.58
7.39
9.46
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mension reduction based on PCA，and map the prin⁃
cipal indexes extracted from state parameters to
RUL，so as to achieve end-to-end RUL prediction.
Therefore，it is unnecessary to study the complex
stochastic process of performance degradation，
which improves the prediction efficiency of the mod⁃
el. The example verification results show that the
proposed PCA-1DCNN model can get the predic⁃
tion results close to the real RUL under different lev⁃
els of Gaussian noise. Compared with traditional
prediction models，it also has lower error. It can be
concluded that the proposed model has good robust⁃
ness and high prediction accuracy for RUL predic⁃
tion of aeroengine with long time series and multiple
state parameters.
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基于主成分分析和一维卷积神经网络的

航空发动机剩余寿命预测

吕德峰 1，胡煜雯 2

（1.南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106，中国；

2.江苏省药品监督管理局审核查验中心，南京 210019，中国）

摘要：为了直接构造多个状态参数与剩余使用寿命之间的映射关系，减少随机误差对预测精度的干扰，提出了一

种基于主成分分析（Principal component analysis，PCA）和一维卷积神经网络（One⁃dimensional convolution neu⁃
ral network，1D⁃CNN）的航空发动机剩余寿命预测模型。首先，采集航空发动机多个循环对应的多种状态参数，

将其带入到主成分分析模型中降维，提取主成分用于进一步的时间序列预测。其次，建立 1D⁃CNN模型，直接研

究主成分与剩余使用寿命之间的映射关系。采用多重卷积和池化运算进行深度特征提取，实现航空发动机端到

端剩余寿命预测。实验结果表明，PCA可以从多状态参数中提取最有效的主成分，而 1D⁃CNN可以将多状态参

数的长时间序列直接映射到剩余使用寿命，从而提高剩余使用寿命预测的效率和准确性。与其他传统模型相

比，该方法具有较低的预测误差和较好的鲁棒性。

关键词：航空发动机；剩余使用寿命；主成分分析；一维卷积神经网络；时间序列预测；状态参数
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